S7285  STARSKY AND HUTCH  (9/1/1975-5/17/1979)  [TV SERIES]

Series summary: Detective/mystery series which follows the exploits of Dave Starsky (Glaser) and Ken ‘Hutch’ Hutchinson (Soul), plainclothes detectives with the Los Angeles Police Dept.

Starsky vs. Hutch  (5/8/1979)

Credits: director, unknown ; writer, Rick Edelstein.
Summary: Starsky and Hutch almost lose track of the case they are working on when they both vie for the attention of a woman police officer. The case involves Joey Benedict (Lynch), a deranged Vietnam veteran, who is killing taxi dancers whom he thinks are Viet Cong spies.

Edelstein, Rick. Starsky vs. Hutch [script] (55 p.) [Annenberg Script Archive, script number STARK060]
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